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Abstract

The effects of vertical girder misalignments on the verd-
cat orbit of the Advanced Photon Source (APS) storage
ring are studied. Partiat sector-realignmentis prioritizedin
terms of the closed-orbitdistortions due to misalignments
of the correspondinggirdersin thesectors. A virtualgirder-
displacement (VGD) method is developed that allows the
effects of a girder realignment to be tested prior to physi-
cally movingthe girder.The methodcan alsobeused to an-
ticipate the corrector strengths needed to restore the beam
orbit after a reaUgnmenLSimulation results are compared
to experimentalresults and found to reproduce the latter
quite closely. Redicted corrector strengths are atso found
to be cIose to the actual bcal corrector strengths afkera
proof-of-principletwo-sectorrealignmentwas performed.

1 INTRODUCTION

The long-wavelengthd~tortions induced by ground set-
Uementare no~ in general, too detrimental to beam sta-
bility, but can result in large beam-orbit correctormagnet
currents. In the APS storage ring, magnets are supported
by girders that can become misaligned due to ground set-
tlemeng particularly in the vetical direction. TEe dis-
placed magnet centers cause orbit distortions that require
correction. We examine the effects of verticalgirder mis-
alignment in the APS storage ring closed orbit. We study
changes in the user orbit due to a partial girder realign-
ment and the corrector strengths needed to reestablishthat
orbit to within the required tolerance. We atso introduce
an analyticalmethod that provides a mean to performma-
chine tests to mimk the closed-orbitdistortions that wouId
be introduced by selected girder movements, prior to the
physical realignment. Comparisons are made of machine
tests vs. simulations and of corrector strengths predicted
by simulations vs. the actual changes in correctorsafter a
partial realignmentof the ring.

2 EFFECTS ON THE CLOSED ORBIT

The storage ring magnets are mounted on six distinctgird-
ers per sector, in a total of 40 similar sectors. F@re 1
shows one sector of the nominal 10W+Vlattice. Girders 1
and 5 support three quadruples, one sextupole,two beam
position monitors(BPMs),and twocombined-functionver-
tical/horizontal correctors. Girders 2 and 4 support the
bending magnets, two sextuples, one verticalhorizontal
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&*J.f-,corrector, and two BPM8. Gir
and two focusing quadrupolesione sextupol two c-.
tors, and one BPM. The sixth girder is resewed for inser-
tion devkm ?he floorseUkmentaffeets the verticalclosed
orbit prharily through the odd-numbered girders, due to
the strong-focusingquadruples mounted on them.
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FQure 1: One sector of the APS lattice.

In 1997 the APS Survey Group performed a compre-
hensive vertical survey of the storage ring magnets. The
data showedsomedisplacementsexceedingthe +0.15 mm
vertical displacement tolmnce limit with respect to the
“smoothed” orbit [1]. We used the program ekgunt [2] to
simulate the effectsof the dkplacements on the closed or-
bit and to establish an order of priority for partial realign-
ment, since a completerealignment of the ring is not fea-
sible during a single shutdown. We identilkd the sector
or group of sectorswhosemisalignments contributedmost
to the closed-orbitdistortions. In particular, the displaced
girders within and around Sector 16 were responsible for
almost as much orbit distortions (about 1.6 mm rms uncor-
rected) as the distortionscaused by the displacementsover
the entire ring (on the order of 1.7 mm rms uncorrected).
Those were the tirst set of girders chosen to be vertically
reatigned, accordingto the established priority.

3 THE VGD METHOD

A partial or wholegirderrealignmentwill introducepertur-
bations in the establishedclosed orbit (“golden orbit”). In
particular, the resultingperturbationsin the user orbit slope
need to be corrected to within +10 pradians. Ihe VGD
method provides an analytical means to estimate those
perturbations, quanti~ locaJcorrector strengths needed to
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3 APS SASE FEL DESCRIPTION

The APS SASE FEL uses either a thermionic rf or
photocathode rf gun, the 650-MeV 2856-MHz APS lime,
two new transfer line% and a new undulator hall and
diagnostic end station. The project will evolve over three
phases, to reach saturation in the visible, W, and VW
wavelengthregimes, respectively.

The design is based on known gun performance,
constraints imposed by the APS linac, and the
characteristics of currently available unduktors. Tunjng
of the undulatory has been optimized to meet the
performancetolerancesof the FEL.

For the simulation, a set of parameters for the first
phase was used and a Gaussianelectron beam distribution
was assumed(’Table1).Test runs weremade to determine
the minimum number of particles needed in each code to
achieve convergence. ‘l%e optimum wavelength,
corresponding to the minimum gain length, was then
obtained for each code by scanning in wavelengthabout
the resonant condition (516.75 run). The optimal
wavelengths for the five codes are given in Table 2;
however, the fitted gain length is dependent on the fit
region. This impacts the exact determination of the
minimum and subsequentlythe peak power at saturation.

Table 1:Simulationand undulator cell parameters

Parameter I Value

Y 430.529 I
Normalizedemittance I 57cmmmrad I
Peak current I 150A
Undulatorperiod 3.3 cm I
Undulatorstrength (K) I 3.1 I
Energy spread I 0.1%
Input start-up power 1.OW
UndulatorLength I 2.4 m I

and drift space. The second comparison simulates this
actual Case (less corrector fields) with flat pole fke
unduktors and quadruples (Table 1). Note that GINGER
was omitted from this secondcomparisonbecause it does
not easily treat the segmentedundukttorcase. The output
ppwer versus distance along the undtdator for the singIe
kegment case is shown in F@ure 1. Tlte curves for
GINGER and MEDUSA are almost identical and differ
primarily in that GINGER predicts a somewhat lower
saturatedpower. The cakuhed radiated power for RON
is scaled fbm the bunched beam current density that is
vflld for the behavior in the exponential growth regime
only where the radiatedpower is self-similarto the beam
current. Thus, only the gain length in RON shotdd be
comparedwith the other codes.The gain length is almost
identical in GINGER MEDUSAand RON. TDA3D and
GENESIS yield nearly identical results, but the gain
lengths are slightly longer thanfound by the othercodes.
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Figure 1: Singlesegmentcase

The outputpower versusdistancefor the multi-segment
case is shown in Figure 2. Here, the shortestgain length is
predicted by RON, the longest by MEDUSA, and
GINGER and TDA3D predict gain lengths in between
theseother results.

Focusing/diagnosticsGap I 36 cm
Quadruple strength 20 m-’

IQuadrupole length I 5 cm I
10’

Table 2: Optimum wavelengths

Code optimum A (run)
GENESIS 517.78
GINGER 516.80
MEDUSA 518.82
RON 518.8
TDA3D 517.78

4 RESULTS

In the first comparison,a single-segmentparabolicpole
face undulator was used. The actual design uses multiple
2.763-m undulator “cells,” each of which is composedof
a 2.4-m magnetic segment and a 0.363-m section for
diagnostics, a combined quadrupole/corrector magnet,
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Figure2: Multiplesegmentcase

Table 3 summarizesthe saturationpoint and power for
the single- and multiple-segment cases as determined
from the four nonlinear codes at the listed optimal
wavelengths.



Comparisons of the gain length predictedby the codes
and by the linear theory for the single segment case were
also performed. The energy spread was varied between
0.0-0.2%, the peak current between 50-300 A, and the
normalized emittance between 1-10 x mm-mrad. F@res
3, 4, and 5 show the gain length versus these variations,
respectively. It is evident from the figures that the cqks
are essentially in reasonable agreement over the entire
range of parameters studied. In gen~ it appears that
GENESIS and TDA3D predict slightly longer gain
lengths than the linear theory, while GING~
MEDUSA, and RON predict slightly shortergain lengths.
Note that the linear theory is used for comparison
p~=s only, and should not be assumed as “perfect”
but considered as an additional model. While the
maximum discrepancies are of the order of 20% at some
of the extremes of these parameter ranges, the maximum
discrepancies are typically less than 15% for the
parametersof interest in the APS SASEF’EL.

Table 3: Saturationpoint andpower

Code () Ckel(Mw) Case Z(nffw)
GENESIS ;5rn5 69.4 58.0
GINGER 13.7 61.7 NIA
MEDUSA 14.0 87.4 109.4
TDA3D 15.4 68.9 61.3
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Figure 3: Gain length versusenergyspread
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5 CONCLUSIONS
In SUnlm~, GENESIS,GINGER,MEDUSA,RC)N,and
TDA3D all show reasonable agreement with each other
and with the linear theory fbr the first-phaseAPS SASE
FEL parameters,givinggreaterconfidenceto the required
length of undulatorneededto reach full saturation.
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Figure5: Gain lengthversusnortrdired emittance
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Figure 4: Gain length versus peak current


